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Diabetes Update: Compliance and Control

The merits of a simple
Compliance: the key to metabolic
control
Metabolic control in maturity-onset diabetes requires
adherence to a complex regimen.

This regimen often includes drastic changes
in diet, substantial weight reduction, an exercise
program, routine monitoring, and the daily use of
medication.

Factors such as a language barrier, or lack
of understanding of the disease, can lead to
noncompliance—often the major impediment to
successful management.

Therefore, the simpler the regimen, the greater
the likelihood of compliance... and the better the
chances of metabolic control.

Diet: the essential element
Diabetic patients must follow strict rules regarding
diet to achieve better blood sugar control and
substantial weight loss.

These rules are often difficult to comply with.
More flexible approaches to diet—as reflected

in the food "exchange" system and the restriction
of total calories rather than carbohydrates—permit
greater flexibility in meal plans and therefore
enhance patient compliance.

Carbohydrates—which represent almost one-
half the diabetic's diet—can be supplied by high-
fiber foods.

These may satisfy hunger while reducing caloric
intake and thus improve dietary compliance.

And data indicate that in some patients plasma
glucose as well as lipid levels may be reduced by an
increase in dietary fiber.

Monitoring: a new measure
of control... HbAlc
The measurement of hemoglobin A,,, (grycosylated
hemoglobin) is one of the most important recent
developments in the monitoring of blood
glucose.

The concentration of HbAlc is a
measure of the ambient level of blood
glucose that has interacted with
hemoglobin over several weeks.

When blood glucose values are
elevated above 150 mg/100 ml for
any substantial period of time, HbAlc
levels begin to rise.

Qlycosylated hemoglobin
accumulates in the red cells during their
120-day life span and can be measured.

Hence, HbAlc concentration reflects the time-
averaged exposure of red cells to glucose.

While random postprandial blood glucose
determination indicates the patient's glucose control
at a given time, HbA,c represents a reading of blood
glucose for long-term evaluation of average blood
glucose levels.

Thus, HbAlc levels help the physician determine
patient compliance.

Both HbAlc levels and postprandial levels should
be considered before making adjustments in the
therapeutic regimen.

Exercise: more effective glucose
utilization
Recent literature confirms the importance of exercise-

from simple calisthenics to strenuous activities
such as jogging—in the control of diabetes.

With a routine exercise program, insujin
sensitivity may be improved and glucose

utilization enhanced.
A specific exercise program should be

developed with each individual patient
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